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Quote of the day

‘Popularity is a crime
from the moment it
is sought; it is only a
virtue where men have it
whether they will or no’

LORD HALIFAX (1750)
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Birthdays

17 September 1993
Derek Beackon beat
Labour by seven votes in
Millwall to become the
British National Party’s
ﬁrst councillor

Subscribe to i at
i-subscription.co.uk

A common anti-depressant
prescribed to millions was neither
safe nor effective in treating
children and adolescents, a study
has found. Extensive analysis of
GlaxoSmithKline’s “study 329”
has called into question an earlier
report’s claims about the drug
paroxetine. PAGE 8

The United States Census Bureau
– in its annual look at poverty and
income in the country – said both
the country’s median income and
poverty rate were statistically
unchanged in 2014 from the previous
year, meaning both middle-class
families and the poorest are no
better off.

Over three million people are killed
every year by air pollution from
outdoor sources. Researchers
used computer models to estimate
the health impacts of outdoor air
pollutants. The study, in the journal
Nature, warned that outdoor air
quality is leading to large numbers of
premature deaths. PAGE 21

A boy of 14 who hoped to impress
his classmates with a home-made
clock was held on suspicion of being a
terrorist. Ahmed Mohamed showed
the clock to his teacher at MacArthur
High School in Irving, who told him to
conceal it as it “looked like a bomb”,
he said. But he showed it to another
teacher who “called police”. PAGE 19
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PM returns in bid to
restore government

Execution halted
after set-up claim

Israelis rearrest
Police ‘lag behind
Palestinian detainee over cyber attacks’

Yemeni Prime Minister Khaled
Bahah returned to the southern port
of Aden in a step towards restoring
a government on home soil, after
months of working from exile
with Gulf allies to combat Houthi
domination of the country. Loyalist
ﬁghters and Saudi-led troops
recaptured Aden in July.

The execution of a man convicted
of ordering the murder of a motel
owner in Oklahoma City was halted
with hours to spare following a
claim that the killer had confessed
he acted alone. A prison inmate said
he had overheard the killer saying
he set up Richard Glossip, 52, who
“didn’t do anything”.

Israeli authorities have rearrested
a Palestinian security detainee
immediately after his release from
hospital, where he recovered from a
65-day hunger strike against being
held without trial. The strike, which
lawyer Mohammed Allan, 31, is now
renewing, had raised tensions in the
occupied West Bank and Israel.

The List
How coastal walks
wear you out

Old Harry Rocks, Dorset (pictured)
Potters Hill and Woolacombe
Down, north Devon
Newtown, Isle of Wight
Belle Tout, East Sussex
Loch Torridon, North-west
Highlands
Blakeney Point, Norfolk
Marloes Peninsula, Pembrokeshire
Craster to Low Newton,
Northumberland
Old Saltburn to Warsett Hill, North
Yorkshire
St Abb’s Head, Berwickshire

Written in
the stars

Police are “behind the curve” in
tackling the threat from cyberoperations, Commissioner Adrian
Leppard of the City of London Police
admitted. Convicted fraudsters have
disclosed the tricks of boiler-room
cons, investment scams and other
deceptions after being approached
by detectives. PAGE 23

As US astronaut Scott Kelly approached the six-month mark of his year-long
stay on the International Space Station, Nasa revealed some of the many
health issues he will encounter during his year in orbit. These statistics
reveal the rather unglamorous side of space travel.

383

10,944
number of sunrises
and sunsets Kelly will see

684
number of sunrises
and sunsets you
will see

number of
experiments
that will be
performed
on him

2 litres
amount of liquid
that will shift out
of his legs and
towards his head,
without gravity
to hold it down

180 lb
amount of faeces
he will produce; it
will burn up in the
atmosphere and look
like shooting stars,
according to NASA

730 litres
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Air pollution leading Boy held after clock
to premature deaths mistaken for bomb

New research from the National
Trust has found people enjoy an
extra 47 minutes of sleep after
spending time walking along
the coast. These are 10 of the
best coastal walks in the UK as
recommended by the National
Trust and the National Trust for
Scotland:

Anniversaries

Different branches of the Anglican
Church should stay linked to
Canterbury but have no formal
ties to each other, the Archbishop
of Canterbury has proposed. The
Church was “trying to keep people in
the boat and never actually rowing it
anywhere”, a source said. PAGE 9

Anti-depressant was Static rates mean
‘not safe or effective’ no one is better off

SPACE

Adam Devlin, singer
and songwriter, 46; Des
Lynam, broadcaster, 73
(below); Baz Luhrmann,
ﬁlm director, 53

Welby proposes
breaking ties

amount of recycled
urine and sweat
he will drink

648 miles
distance he will
run on a treadmill

700 hours
time he will spend
exercising over the
course of the mission
in order to keep his
bones, muscles
and heart strong
SOURCE: NASA GRAPHIC: HENRIK PETTERSSON
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